
Human 
migrations  



Imigration is today’s problem

I am going to show that this is a fact and give some arguments. Show examples and tell about 
it. 

I hope that it will be interesting. 



What are human migrations 

We have some kinds of migrations:

- labor migration
- migrations because of war 
- for healing 
- deportation 
- refugee 
- environment 



Africa 

People are leaving Africa because of lack of water. On the two tropics are deserts so it isn’t 
best place to leave. 

Tropic of Cancer - 23 degrees 26 minutes North 

Tropic of Capricorn- 23 degrees 26 minutes South 

There are air circulations. 



Economy of Africa 

Africa is the poorest continent in the world so many people want to leave theirs countries and 
look for better future. 



When polish people were was moving to USA

1950-1990

- About 10 mln polish people live in USA today, 
- USA was open for other people and there were a lot of workplaces, 
- They needed jobs, 
- Repair their economy after the war, 



Culture problem

What are the problems of immigrations:

- different religion/culture 
- tradition
- job 
- space to live 
- rasizm 
- lack of knowledge 
- no empathy 



Polish people migrations 

Mostly they are moving to European Union because about 88% migrants from Poland. Most of 
them are moving to Germany and France.  



Our border crisis

Belarusian immigrants were trying to pass our border

Our government decided in the most important time to do not let reporters go there 

Gig fence

Soldiers and police 

Not necessary fear because of less informations

Manipulation 



Fear of unknown 

It is psychology, people are afraid of unknown so our government should let reportes give 
some informations to public opinion. 

From psychology we know that unknown is source of fear. 



Migrations during Second World War

Polish people was migrating to the UK, USA, France even to Africa and more. Most of this 
country was open for Polish people. 



Danger of illegal migration

Some immigrants from Africa are trying to swim across the sea or ocean to get to the Europe. 
Smugglers are very expensive and dangerous. Sea currents can drown in one minute a lot of 
people. 



Europe and immigrants

In 2015 Europe take asylum request about 1.2 million.

Why Europe? On our continent is the highest level of developed countries. Most of them are 
open for immigrants. 



How we can help immigrants

We can be a member of charity and give some many to help this people. Usually this many is 
for medicines or new home. 



Thank you for watching!
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